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Abstract

ID the non-linear ehiral »odel with the aoliton solution

•tabillMd by the «o HM*<m field tk« « м к « M M coupling

constants ar» oaleulated. Applylac th* reotor doaisaae» aod*l

for th« iwoeemUMT ourr«nt «t c«t th« oon«t*nt of the laoaoalar

F-odd u M M interaction W ^ - 0, «fall* the oonatant of the

iaoTactor r«rt«z (of the lagtfinyian) of the coNkl interaction

pror»a to be \J^ * 1.0.10"
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The short-range weak interaction between nucleons plays

laportant and In the processes where due to the selection rules

the one-pion exchange is forbidden the dominant role in the

generation of P-odd effects* In the paradigm of the one-boson

exchange this interaction is approximated by the exchange of

Teotor ( p , eo ) mesons • In the present paper we oonsider the

P-odd rertex of the со -«son emission by the nucleon. The

lagranglan of the P-odd <o MKI coupling reads
 1

- й (L* * l# О s£> Kt.H <"
where Cg**̂  Is the were function of the « -meson, 1^ is the
third component of the nucleon isospln operator while \£*
and \^ are the constants of the weak ю )J hi coupling with
the isospin equal to 0 and 1 respectlTely.

In «he non-relatiTietic approximation for the nucleons
the P-odd lagranglan of the eoNW interaction reduces to

(

where J^ is the operator of the nucleon spin and j-\, t ar*

the spinors of the initial and final nucleon* lots that only

the spatial components of the со naesom ware ftatetion are in-

TolTed in the expression (1*)* ,(*><)

The Information oonoerning the W/ ̂  oonplimg oomstaats

Is- quit* meagre. Partly this situation Is dm* to the fmct that

the bulk of the experimental «ate on the parity Tiolatiom la

the 1Ш interaction is o*talm«d from the aeoayw ef atsmto amelel

where the subtle AetaUs of the miolemr stnaotmr» oan plaf - '

much more eswentiel rols them the speolflc «аЪме of the oomp*

ling oonstemt of the P-odd nucleon Interaction with meeeme*

The analysis of the experlaemtal date on P-oet «ffeote In nao-

leer interactions oarriee out In r*f•
 1
 provided тегу

bounds on the parameters of the lmgrengian (1) (



hereafter in the unite g^ « 3.8.10"8 ) "*

-45 < L ^ < +27» +2 < Vj£ < +5 (2)

A number of theoretical approaches «AS applied for the
determination of [J^^p (SU(6)W model, 1ЛХ bog model, non-rela-
tiTiatic quark model eto«). In the exhaustive review

 1
 the

interrelations among these approaches and the assumptions

made are discussed; there the theoretical results are presen-

ted which the authors themselves consider as a mere estimates

reading
 1

>2
Let us consider the values of the weak «okjkl coupling

constants in the non-linear chiral model. It goes without

saving that for this purpose we need the version of the non-

linear € -model explicitly involving the со -mesons* the re-
quired generalisation of the Skyrme model was made for the

first time by Adkins and Nappi in ref•
 2
 where the со нювопв

were introduced instead of the celebrated Skyrme term for the

atabilication of the chiral soliton. This idea was generalised

in the non-linear hybrid model with the quark bag surrounded

by the Skyrme-type pion + о -meson cloud \ ihe alternative

approach to the introduction of о - (and © -) mesons into

the non-linear chiral model as a dynamical gauge bosons of the

hidden SU(2)
T
 x U{1) symmetry group waa realised in ref* •

In. the present paper we bound ourselves by the consideration

of weak interactions of ca Hsesons only thus turning to the

lagrangian of the model
 2
. Che latter reads

* $UC
(4)

8

я)
 Since we consider the lagrwngien of weak <о*Ы Interaction

the signs of the coupling constants are opposite to the ones

quoted in
 1
 for the hamiltonian of the P-odd interaction

2



the unitary SU(2) matrix of the pion field U entering into

•q.U) has the toxm

is the tensor of the ca -meson field i \^
7
 =^'0

and j-^ is the decay constant of the pion equal to 186 KeT»

The current fop. in the lagrangian (4} i» the anomaloue Ъа-

ryon-number current* She constant J» governs the probability

of the direct decay ca -> 5 of • Since this decay can proceed

also Tie the production of the intermediate J> -meson

( to ->^p J» ->^oi ) the value of ji» m e treated In ref*
 2

aa a free parameter. It i* liaited fro» above by the value

25*4 following from the total width of the c& -aeaon* The ape-

clflo value of Ь was determined from fitting to the meae of

Д -isobar giving

Jb - 15.* (5)

Let us proceed now to the consideration of weak interac-

tions in this model* So this end we determine the structure of

hadronio currents interacting with the intermediate veotor bo»

•one* We make the gauge transformation of the SU(2) zD(i)

group in the lagrangian (4) which la materialized by aeaaa of

the substitution
 5

where X i* the isotopic fauli matrix» Q. la the unit eleo-

trlc charge. By/ stand* for the ffelnberg angle aad ~ЧГ are

the fielda of intermediate vector bosons* Separating In eq*(6)

the combinations corresponding to the charged and neutral

bosons

and

we find the vertices of the hadronic current Interaction with

the triplet of vector Ъовопв mediating the weak interactlone



On* can readily conclude from the inspection of the transfor-

mation (6) that thie procedure produces only the isovector part

of weak current* To determine the isoocalar part of the latter

we consider the structure of the neutral weak current in the

quark model which is equivalent to the effective meson theory

in the limit ot large number of colors H • In this case the

constant of the vector coupling of the quark to Z-boson (which

is Independent from H
o
) is equal to

«her* X. is the operator of the 3rd projection of the isospln

and Q is the operator of the chare* equal to

Q s CH* k) (8)

Th* electromagnetic current in the Skyrm* model generated by

th* operator (8) reads

where "V - i« th* isoveotor Roether current obtained by the

transformation (6), the terms containing the V^ operator

being separated out* Then th* isosoalar current is nothing but

th* anomalous baryon«number current fe_ . Transforming eq»(7)

with the aooount of «q* (8) we obtain

Then assuming chat th* relation between the isoveotor and leosca-

lar components valid at the quark level holds true in the effec-

tive meson theory we can conclude that th* neutral vector weak

current Лр'*'^ has the following structure

It should be emphasised that the anomalous baryon-number current

in the non-linear chiral model is the pure vector. Hence the



axlal-veotor part of th« neutral weak current in the non-linear

model la the pure ieorector in accordance with the iso-

toplc structure of the axial-Trector current In the quark model *

Having determined the structure of weak currents in the

non-linear chlral Model and vertices ot their Interaction with

the veotor bosons we obtain for email momentum transfers the

contact-type lagrangian of weak interactions of hadrons

where 0 is the Fermi constant and 3 ^ are the isotopic Hoether

currents obtained by means of transformation (&)• As it was

discussed above the neutral current $$> ha» more Involved

structure containing both the isovector and isoscalar components*

To determine the constants of the P-odd coupling of the

из >Keson to the nuoloon one should separata in the weak In-

teraction lagrimgian (12) the terms o C ^ linear in the per-

turbations of the us -meson field about the soliton solution*

Since the lagrangian oCy^ is quadratic in weak currents

it is necessary to determine the latter with the account of

terms linear in the perturbations of the to -meson field.

Before proceeding to the construction of weak currents

it is worth discussing the struoture of the Isoscalar current

b u interacting with the <o -meson* this current up to

the divergenceless terms coincides with the anomalous barton-

number current, i.e.

&J» - b + Л Э
а
 ^ (13)

where ^ la an arbitrary constant and the current b ^ reads

(see ref.
 7
 ) . ^

In eq. (14) we have introduced the notation

Using equations of motion for the ^з^ field one can transform
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the expression for the leoecalar current £»<A as follows

bet us now consider the explicit expression for the weak
hadronlc current* With the normalisation corresponding to the
weak interaction lagrangian (12) it reads

(16)

fhe factor £o^ in eq. С16) equals to 1 for a • 1,2 and

To determine the rertex of the <o «asson coupling to the

current one should consider the aaall fluctuations of the to -

•eson field <g^> about the ca -aeson ooaponent of the soliton

solution aaking the following subetitutloo

4
where \_ Is the phase of the perturbation with respect to

the soliton solution ( \^\ - 1)* Vote that the sign of the

weak соЛШ ooupling constant is defined only with respeot to

the sign of strong сэММ interaction coupling costant* So we

choose the sign of \, to ensure the jtositiTity of the latter*

Consider the lagrangian of strong interaction (4)* Substitution

of the expression for the со нивоп field aocordlng to eq* (17)

results in the appearance of a additional tent which should be

interpreted as a legratigian of strong <аЫ>1 interaction

. h# (18)

After the integration orer the Tolune taking into account that

the baryonio charge is equal to the unity we get

(19)



Let ua compare this expreaaion to the atandard lagranglan of
the caMKl Interaction reading

< ?
 <20)

where X~^ la the anomaloua iaoacalar magnetic moment of the

nuoleon and W j In th* со чмаоп momentum* In* lagranglan

(20) for the non-relativiatle nuoleona can be rewritten aa

followa

(21)

Comparleon of eqa» (21) and (19) afaowa that to enaure the poel-

tlvlty of the etrong « k W ooupllng conatant *̂ «> (corraapon-

ding to the poaitire algn of ooupllng conatant in the hamiltonl**

an of the « Ы И Interaction) one ahould ehooae the phaae fao-

tor ч^ • -1. It lmpllea that the fluctuation* of tha «i maaon

field ahould be introduced by meana of aubatltuion

(22)

^
 w

 ~ 4j

«fter thla regreaeion we return to the oonatruetlon of

weak currant a with the account of <o «meaozi fluctuation** In

aucordanc* with the atructure of th* lagranglan (1*) we treat

the apatlal fluctuationa ^ ^ (m - 1,2,3) . Inen tha time-

like oomponent of the currant (16) reada

where -U-
a
«. denotea the following ezpreaaion

я)
 Hereafter the Isdioea labeled by the Roaan alphabet take

three Taluea 1,2,3
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In eq» (23) and In the subsequent expressione the m i l let-

ter* №> denote the currents calculated with the fluctua-

tions of the <a -meson field being neglected* .

One can readily conclude froe the expression for JL <Д

(24) that the current induced by the «о -meson field contain*

both the rector and the axial-vector components.

The spatial components of the current hare the following

structure

[ ^ Q $ < £ (25)

Implying that the current generated by the сэ -meson field

fluctuations Is a pure rector one*

We proceed now to the consideration of the terms in the

lagrangian of weak <o»W interaction which are due to the flue-

tuations <5 ̂j «We begin with the spatial, components of the

current* Substituting eq. (25) into the lagronglan of weak in-

teraction (12) and separating terms proportional to <Ĵ j> we

The spatial components of the rector current when Integrated

orer the rolume obrlously ranish* At the same time the integra

tion of the axial-rector component with the account of the

ourrenf nornallMtion yields

(27)

where g
A
 is the axial-reotor coos^amt. In eq. (27) A(t) is a

time-dependent unitary 3U(2) matrix Introduced to take Into

account the soliton rotation» Se the matrix U entering Into the

lagrangian (4) reads

where U(i) is the unitary 30(2) matrix corresponding to the

hedgehog ansatx;



г \
The combination -tr \x

w <
fc

v
 tAJ^ averaged over the nueleon

states ia related to the operators of nuelaon apln J
e
 and .

iaoapln 1^

Substituting *qa. (29) and (27) Into (26) we obtain the lagran-

glan of the parity-violating <^MM intazaotlon raadlng ,

Comparison of thie expression to eq. (1*) yield* the following

raluea of the weak «atifcl coupling constant

= о (31)

(32)

The specif io value of k/ J depend* upon the value of <K ,
i»e« upon the contribution ot the о «маоп field to tb» iaoaoa-
lar current. If in the spirit of the vector dominance model we
assume that the isoscalar current is completely generated by
the <-э нвеаоп field then from eq» (15) we deduce that

Then the eq. (3D holds valid and eq. (32) takes the form

•Jtr». .

(33)

The axial-vector constant g^ in £h» model under consideration
la equal to g& • 0.82 while parameter Jfc, as it was stated
above (vis. eq. (5)) equals 15.6.Substitution of these values
into eq. (33) yields

--- o. Sг (34)

Let us consider now the contribution to the weak interac-

9



tlon lagrangian coming from the tlee-like component of th»

current 3*^ • Separating terms proportional to ^

obtain °

Before proceeding to the calculation of the Integral In eq« (35)

let ua analyse the atruoture of the current л^ in the Integ-

rand» It ia well known that there ia a hidden small parameter
1
/l

e
 in the non-linear § -modal ^» Since the aoaent of iner-

tia of the aoliton Q ia proportional to l*
c
 we can expand

the iaotoplc coaponenta of the current (16) In the power*

of the paraaeter V 0 retaining only zeroth-order terma*

Tor the soliton at reat only the tia«-llke component Ь*^

of the anomalous toaryon-nuaber current doea not Tanlsh. The

b
C
^ current being the source In the equations of motion

tor the <-э -аееоп field, for the aoliton at reat the apatial

oomponenta of the <o нееаоп component of the aoliton aolution

are equal to «его and only the time-like component Oo<f
v
) doea

not Tanlah. The aoliton being rotated, the apatial componenta

of the b
1
^' current become non-sero but «a one would natu-

rally expect they are proportional to the amall valua *J§ '.

As a reault the spatial oomponenta of the о -meson component

of the aoliton aolution generated by the b ^ current also

contain the small factor Y o
 2

'
4
. Utilising this fact wa

can limit ourselves by the aocount of terms of zeroth order

in the small parameter */© *»
 t n
* current (i6) (i.e.

calculating them in the classical limit). As a result we ob-

tain

- - - s fe
o
 S'ci, (36)

Collecting eqa. (36) and (24) In the eq. (35) we get the

parity-violating lagrangian

10



where > is the radial integral reading

% ] (38)£Z J dr

In eq» (38) В is the time-like component of the isoscalar cur-
rent and P(r) ie the profile function of the hedgehog ansatx
(28)* A* it was mentioned aboVe in the rector dominance model

Using the functions <-з
0
<0 and FCr} computed in ret* from

the eolution of equations* of motion we get

so that

The structure of the lagrasgian (39) implies that in this oase

«nils ^ г о - ^ ̂ ^ar *°
 t h a t t n e

 *
o t e l

 value of the
coupling constant i ̂  is equal to

<40)

(Note for the comparison that when the anomalous baryon-number

current is due to the ЗГ -meson field only or stated differently

the constant CK in eq. (15) is equal to вето the coupling

constant Ik/f̂  • 0 while L ^ makes approximately 'one fifth

of the ralue (40) t ЦД> * 0.5 fly )•

Thus the ralue of the eoNH coupling constant

calculated in the classical limit in the non-linear chiral model

supplemented by the rector dominance model prores to be close

to the result obtained in the 3U(6)
V
 approach (cf. eq. ( » ) •

At the same time the I v ^ coupling constant in the H
o
-> °*

limit proree to be equal to sero. Howerer, the real value of

\̂  ̂  which ie goTerned by quantum fluctuations can be

11



oomparable to that of W ^ • Indeed, although \,^ contains

the small parameter VK
Q
 but as one can «ее from the expression

for the current (23) It does cot include the footer ЗД^вц;

which 1я present in W ^ «o that the erudo estimate of the

results of caloulatione of weak ô NKl_ coupling constants

with the account of quanttm corrections «ill be published else»

where.
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